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About This Game

Life is Feudal: Forest Village is a feature-rich, town building simulator strategy game with engaging survival aspects. Lead
your people: a small group of refugees who were forced to start again on an unknown island.

Terraform and shape the land and expand with houses, pastures, orchards, farms, windmills and many other buildings. Forage in
the forest, hunt for prey, grow crops and domestic animals for food. As Winter creeps up, ensure you stock up with enough

firewood, charcoal and warm clothes to survive, and remember: a lack of vitamins in good rations may lead to disease and could
even totally wipe out your village!

You can oversee your village from a birdseye view or occupy one of your villagers to control and perform tasks in a first person
view to speed things up or just to explore.

Some of the more exciting features:

 Advanced farming system. Different crops and fruit trees require varying amounts of moisture, man labour and time in
order to ripen ready for harvest. Your pastures and hens require hunters to protect them from forest predators.

 Switch between birdseye and first person views. You can play in a birdseye view, watching over everything and issuing
strategic orders, or you can possess a villager and play from a first person perspective, performing everyday tasks along
with your fellow villagers.

 Terraforming and pavement. Terraform land around your settlement to enable construction of larger buildings. Pave
roads to speed up the movement of your villagers and thus improve the economy of your settlement.
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 Diseases, food rations and vitamins. Diseases spread faster in cold weather, especially if your villagers lack warm
clothes or their food ration is too plain and lacking in vitamins. Try to stock all types of food possible (meat, fish, bread,
vegetables and fruits) to keep your villagers’ healthy.

 Dynamic ecosystem. Villagers continuously walking in the surrounding woods will scare wildlife deeper into forest.
Excessive farming or woodcutting can lead to flora and fauna extinction thus lowering the flow of meat, hides,
mushrooms, berries and medical herbs to your stocks.

 Real time weather and seasons system. The seasons effect your village’s needs: summer droughts will force your farmers
to water your crops and rainy days will force them to dig trenches to drain excess water, and you’ll need firewood and
warm clothes for your villagers in Winter.

 Morale and increasing population. Keep your villagers happy and their families will grow - that is, if their needs are
being met! Living in overcrowded hostels, unfulfilled requirements and even bearing witness to a villager’s demise will
reduce morale and their productivity.

 Disasters. Lightning can hit tall buildings that are standing on hilltops. Tornados can leave a devastating trail of
destruction across your settlement. Earthquakes can destroy your houses and even topple trees. Make sure you are
prepared to face those challenges!

 Mod friendly. Our game is designed to be modder friendly. Game modders will have access to AI, animations, task and
resource management, navigation, sounds and many other game systems. Those systems and assets can be completely
changed through game scripts written in LUA.
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Title: Life is Feudal: Forest Village
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Mindillusion
Publisher:
Bitbox Ltd.
Release Date: 26 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (SP1)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 or AMD FX-6300 with at least 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 560/Radeon HD 6850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I would've loved to love this game, but I think there are still too many bugs. Barn saying no room for storage when there's
plenty, fish not getting automatically stored in house or barn, cancelling harvesting not working at all times ... I find that playing
this game is pitting myself against these anomalous behavior rather than the game objectives.

I am stopping in playing this game, waste of time.. I don't get the bad reviews, while yes, it can be compared to Banished,
it feels like there is more to this game.
This game is a lot more difficult if you try to rapidly build, you will die.
A cool feature is that you can directly takeover citizens and do tasks,
such as hunting, building, farming and chopping trees.
I would love to see way more development on the game, but similar to Banished, its unlikely.
However there are mods which do add more to the game.. Steam need to do something about this BS... More money wasted on
Green Light project.... This is a blatant rip-off of banished with worse gameplay but better graphics. How can they get away
with selling this garbage?. This is one of the better games I have played. I love that the city building aspect is more of a 'village
building' aspect. Each building takes time to complete and really feels like an achievement rather than just drop building. You
feel like each person actually matters and you are both trying to build their village and survive the winter. The game also has a
lot of beauty in it and being able to go into first person on anyone and actually get involved is great.

As a bonus, there is a fantastic modding community who have made a ton of cool extra content to the game. All up, definitely
recommend it. I don't get all the negativity around it. For me, one of my top 5 games I've ever played.. Honestly this game is
pretty good but very limited there are alot better games that you could get for less money so you probs be better looking around.
I gave a try for this game because there was so much frustration in optimizing pawn movements in most of the sim games.

This Forest Village gives you the option to control a pawn with first person, allowing you to remediate for the lousy coding to a
degree, and the shooting practice is quite a pastime.

What makes me not so comfortable is the "optimization" they claimed to have made. I have to play with a notebook with
i7-8750H 2.2G\/32GB RAM\/Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 Ti (bought this February) for smooth play and occasional "mem
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error" that prevents me from saving, not to mention my old one with i5-7300HQ\/8GB RAM\/GTX 1050. Note that the new
notebook allows me to play many well made games without compromise, and yet this Forest Village is proven too
compromising.

With regard to gameplay aspect, the learning curve in terms of sim management is quite harsh for players with little experience.
If you don't mind giving yourself a challenge, welcome to give it a try. The old problem for these sim genre is that pawns do
things like no-brainers, but just don't expect them to be real humans. Human intelligence is unique for a good cause.

For the community part, most of the experienced players tell you to "optimize", and I've seen this old, unspecific term countless
times from this genre. That is, the community does very little help, even the wikis you can access online offer very limited
information.

Think thrice before paying for this one, I much regret for buying this. Still, the struggle to survive the first and\/or second winter
is still a good part of this game (I'd say most if not all games of this genre give you this feeling of accomplishment though).
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The first thing that has to be said about this game is, this is not banished. If you try to play this game like banished, you will fail
and get upset. This game makes you consider the logistics of each building that you place. I will not say that this is not
complicated, but, that is one of the attractions for me.

Forest Village is one of the best medieval city builders around currently, and it has a growing modding community.
It's just a complicated game. Once you remember that, you'll do fine.. Very nice looking game. Especially if I do not mention
some major bugs. Played it on Proton (sadly they do not have native Linux support).. A big disapointment not activity since
09\/18 Game seems to be dead...i feel so sorry for my money.... Its like Banished but management is worse.. very similar to
banished :) i like it. The worst game I have ever played
A stupid game
If all the trees are harvested in the map, it will not be enough for the building and the heating
Food consumption is bad
Is just a bad COPY of BANISHED
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